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SSC Class 5 
 
 

SSC DVDs Counter Time:  (DVD 2) 02:00 – (DVD 3) 00:15 

 
Questions and Answers 

 
 

1. Why is it important to work with the Kathara Grid? 
• When you work with the Kathara Grid, you work with the core template. 
 

2. How are Meridians different from Axi-A-Tonal Lines? 
• Axi-A-Tonal Lines are the primary vertical run lines that distribute energy 

through the body. Meridians are another level up, closer to the physical surface. 
 

3. How is the Kathara Grid connected to other aspects of one’s multidimensional 
anatomy? 
• Very simply. For example, Kathara Center 1 is connected to Chakra 1, to the 

number 1 Axi-A-Tonal Line, and to the D-1 Merkaba. 
 

4. Where is the DNA Template stored? 
• It is stored in the Maharic Shield, but it’s also encoded in the other levels of the 

shield(s) as well, and it’s chemically encoded in the body and in the gene code.  
 

5. Why do we have 1728 selves? 
• When you’re coming in from D-12 you cannot just incarnate, because you’re too 

big. There’s too much frequency. You need to break yourself into the Divine 
Blueprint pattern, which implies that you will simultaneously have 1728 selves in 
manifestation in different space-time coordinates.  

 
6. How does Karma work? 

• If you get some shield distortions in your lifetime, that pattern of distortion can be 
passed on to others of your selves, because you’re connected to those other selves. 

 
7. How can we clear Miasms? 

• Miasms are blockages and reversals that are made of energy. Therefore, you can 
clear them with energy. 

 
8. How do Veca codes work? 

• Veca codes work with your personal shield, but they are also keyed to the 
Planetary, the Galactic and the Universal shield. They not just activate Star Gates 
and Kathara Centers in your body, they activate the locks in between. They’re the 
void codes that actually open up the Density levels.  
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9. What is the best way of working with the techniques? 

• Gentle persistence. As we work with the frequencies, we build up a tolerance. 
 

10. What happens when you use language? 
• You’re activating your shields within a certain spectrum that your language tones 

cover and the symbols in your language spell.  
 

11. What is a Neutron Window, and where is it located? 
• This is something that would be located in the nucleus of atoms, and it is 

supposed to open to allow the frequencies of the higher spectrum to come in. 
 

12. What is so important about understanding Merkaba mechanics? 
• Merkaba is key and intrinsic to everything. It is the circulatory system and the 

breathing system of the universe. If it is not working, it means you are not getting 
Primal Life Force Currents into your body in the way your body was designed to 
receive them. 

 
 

Vocabulary 
 
 
1. Rishiac Consciousness: 
Rishiac Consciousness is D-13, D-14 and D-15; the consciousness and the frequency of 
those rays. 
 
2. Christ Consciousness: 
Christ Consciousness is integrating at least D-12 frequency. 
 
3. Axi-A-Tonal lines: 
The primary vertical lines that run through the body and distribute energy through the 
body. 
 
4. Betcha Hova Scan: 
A technique you can use to read your own DNA template. 
 
5. See-feel: 
Seeing what is there without actually seeing it, which is sometimes a higher frequency, 
because you’re going into the sound frame. 
 
6. Miasms: 
Blockages and reversals that are in the shield and in the DNA template. 
 
7. Reincarnation: 
Simultaneous incarnation, in different space-time vectors.  
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8. Celestaline: 
A hormonal substance secreted by the body when the body undergoes transmutation (that 
is, turns itself back into light). 
 
9. Heliotalics: 
Pale pastel rainbow, slightly silvery and pearlescent metallic frequencies, originating 
from the central Ecka sun. These healing currents become available in a Veca system 
only during certain time cycles called Universal Hetharo-Hethalon Cycles. 
 
10. Lotus breathing: 
Full field breathing, which means you’re consciously stimulating the levels of the 
embedded Kathara Grid that are part of your anatomy. 
 
11. Triadic Phase Currents: 
Currents that consist of 3 currents of one Density, like the Telluric Phase currents 
(Density 1), the Doradic Phase currents (Density 2), the Teuric Phase currents (Density 3) 
and the Maharic Phase currents (Density 4). 
 
12. Merkaba: 
A set of counter-rotating spirals. The living circulatory system of manifest creation. 

 
Multiple Choice 

 
 
1. Christ Consciousness is _______________. 

(a) a minimum of the D-12 frequency 
(b) going to church every week 
(c) D-6 frequency 
(d) knowing lots of prayers by heart 

 
2. Rishiac Consciousness is ____________. 

(a) a minimum of the D-5 consciousness 
(b) being mentally focussed 
(c) the consciousness and the frequencies of D-13, D-14 and D-15 
(d) emotional awareness 

 
3. How many fire letters are there in a 12-strand DNA template? 

(a) 24 
(b) 48 
(c) 96 
(d) 144 

 
4. The ManU force is _____________. 

(a) the God Spirit Stillpoint Void 
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(b) the God Spark Light Intention 
(c) the God Seed Sound Intention 
(d) the Eckasha 

 
5. The ManA force is ______________.  

(a) the God Spirit Stillpoint Void 
(b) the God Spark Light Intention 
(c) the God Seed Sound Intention 
(d) the Eckasha 

 
6. The EirA force is _____________.   

(a) the God Spirit Stillpoint Void 
(b) the God Spark Light Intention 
(c) the God Seed Sound Intention 
(d) the Eckasha 

 
7. In which order were Male and Female created? 

(a) First Male was created, then Female. 
(b) Male and Female were created at the same time. 
(c) Female was created first. 
(d) Nobody knows. 

 
8. The ManU force is____________.  

(a) female 
(b) male  
(c) Divine Feminine 
(d) Holy Spirit 

 
9. The EirA Force is _____________.  

(a) female  
(b) Divine Feminine 
(c) Divine Masculine 
(d) both masculine and feminine 

 
10. The ManA Force is ____________.  

(a) Divine Feminine 
(b) Divine Masculine 
(c) both male and female 
(d) neither male nor female  

 
11. Which one is the carrier wave for all the other waves? 

(a) D-12 
(b) D-6 
(c) D-10 
(d) D-24  
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12. Which Phase Currents are the Density-3 Phase Currents?  
(a) Telluric Phase currents. 
(b) Doradic Phase currents. 
(c) Teuric Phase currents. 
(d) Maharic Phase currents. 

 
Multiple Choice Answers:  
1. A, 2. C, 3. D, 4. A, 5. B, 6. C, 7. B, 8. D, 9. B, 10. B, 11. A, 12. C. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The dynamics of the emerging MCEO materials involve the reality that the detailed understanding of major 
topics is under continuous development; therefore, the contents, and level of detail herein, are as advanced 
as possible UP TO the date of the workshop recording. 
 


